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AT&TCo Standard 

1600- OR 2000-CYCLE SINGLE FREQUENCY SIGNALING SYSTEM 

SUPPLY CIRCUIT SD-55962-01 

ALARM ROUTINE, MANUAL TRANSFER 

AND TROUBLE CLEARING, PROCEDURES 

1, GENERAL 

1.01 This section outlines the procedure 
to be followed when resJ)9nding to an 

alarm at the 1600 or 2000 cycle supply cir
cuit (J68602CC). 

1.02 Revised to cover test loadconnections 
for testing regulation of oscillators. 

1.03 The alarms covered are, (A) Major 
Alarm and (B) Minor Alarm. 

1.04 Because of the importance of the 
.equipment affected and the possibil

ity of causing delays on single frequency 
signaling circuits, these alarms should 
receive prompt attention and any trouble 
which causes the alarms should be cleared illlmediately. 

2. CIRCUIT FEA'I'URES 

2.01 The supply consists of two oscil
lators of the same frequency, either 

1600 or 2000 cycles, and an associated 
alarm and transfer arrangement. 

2.02 Each oscillator is equipped with 
means for automatically regulating 

tMe output voltage under load and tempera
ture conditions normally encountered in 
service. 

2.03 Taps on the output transformer of 
each oscillator permit the use of 

either of two output volt ages. 

2.04 In case of failure of one oscillator 
to provide the proper output level, 

a minor alarm is sounded and the output 
leads normally connected to the failing 
oscillator are automaticallr switched to 
the other oscillator. 

2.05 In the case of failure of both oscil
ators, a major alarm is sounded. 

2.06 Jacks are provided to test each 
oscillator without transferring its 

load. 
2.07 Jacks are provided to permit connect-

. , .,ing to the output of each oscillator. 
Auxiliary contacts on these jacks discon
nect the oscillator's loa~t cause this load to be transferred to the mate oscillator, 
and cause a guard lamp to be lighted. 

2.08 Jacks are provided to permit con-
necting to the load of each oscil

lator. Auxiliary contacts on these jacks 
disconnect the oscillator, cause the major 
alarm to sound, and cause a load lamp to 
be lighted. 

2.09 A key is provided for silencing the 
minor alarm and lighting a g~d 

lamp. This circuit restores automatically 
when trouble is cleared. 

2.10 Padding out resistances are pr.~vided 
in the distribution circuit. (Figs.) 

and 4 of SD-55962-01) 

2.11 A network equipped with jacks is 
provided fo~ making beat frequency 

comparisons. Jacks are provided for con
necting a head receiver. (Fig. 5 of 
SD-55962-01). 

2.12 Jacks are provided for the patching 
of tone of the proper power fpr test 

purposes. ·· 

2 .lJ A jack is provided to permi1/~ect- I 
ing a test load to the oscill~s in 

order to test their regulation. : ;,> .J 
3. METHCD 

(A) Major Alarm 

).01 Patch a 600 ohm transmission ~asur-
lng set to the ODD OSC TST jaCk and 

then to the EVEN OSC TST jack, nQti.,lig the 
value of output indicated in each .Q.ali~· 
(The limits are -6.5 ± 0.4 dbm 1£ >1~ T 
and R (see SD-55962-01) connect to termi
nals 1 and 5, respectively, of th~ 5l8A 
output transformer OUT; the limit~·~ 
-9.6 ± 0.4 if leads T and R connect to 
terminals 2 and 4 of the 516A output' trans
former OUT) 

(a) If both output levels are out of 
limits, proceed as descri~ 

in ).02. --=~-~ 

{b) If either, but not both, output 
- levels are out of limits, proceed 

as described in 3.03. 
{c) If both output levels are Within 

the limits, proceed as described 
in ,3..04. 
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).02(1) If another supply circuit of the 
correct frequency is located near

by, patch the ODD OSC TST jack of the 
good circuit to the ODD LOAD jack of 
the defective circuit and patch the 
EVEN OSC TST jack of the good circuit 
to the EVEN LOAD jack of the defective 
circuit. Service has now been re
stored on the signaling circuits nor· 
mally supplied by the defective os
cillator. 

Note: The major alarm will con
tinue to sound even though ser
vice is restored. This alarm 
will be silenced when the troub~ 
is corrected and patch cords are 
removed from the LOAD jacks of 
the repaired supply circuit. 

(2) When both oscillators are out of 
limits the trouble may be due to 

partial or total failure of the bat
tery supply to these oscillators. In
spect for blown fuses, shorts or 
opens in battery wiring common to 
both oscillators. When the trouble 
is located and cleared, reset the 
sensitrol relays associated with each 
oscillator and remove any patch cords 
which may be connected to the oscil
lator output or load jacks. 

Note: The minor alarm may sound 
momentarily as this procedure 
is followed. This alarm and 
the major alarm should cease 
when both oscillators are 
restored to service. 

3.03 When only one of the outputs is 
found to be out of limits, proceed 

as follows: 

(1) With the transmission measuring 
set patched to the OSC TST jack 

of the oscillator whose output is out 
of limits, place a 327A plug or 
equivalent in the LOAD jack of the 
oscillator whose output voltage is 
out of limits and observe whether the 
output returns to normal. If it does 
proceed as described in (2) below. ' 
If it does not proceed as descl!'ibed 
in (3) below. 

(2) If the output returns to normal 
when a 327A plug is placed in the 

LOAD jack, there may be a short or a 
ground in the wiring between the LOAD 
jack and the V.F. tone supply re
sistances. This trouble should be 
located and cleared. Check that the 
trouble is actually cleared by remov
ing the 327A plug from the LOAD jack 
and noting that the oscillator's out
put voltage remains normal. Reset the 
sensitrol relays of both oscilla
tors. 
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(3) If the output does not return to 
normal when a 327A plug is place4 

in the LOAD jack there may be a trou
ble in the oscillator whose output is 
out of limits. Ordinarily, this should 
cause this oscillator's load to be 
transferred to the mate oscillator and 
cause the minor alarm to sound. How
ever if the output of the mate oscil
lator were near its lower limit, or if 
this oscillator had poor regulation for 
any reason, addition of the extra load 
might cause its output to drop enough 
to trip its sensitrol relay. This 
might also occur as a result of trans
fer relay troubles which allow both 
oscillators to be placed momentarily 
in parallel during transfer. 

(a) Attempt to restore service 
to the load normally supplied 

by the defective oscillator by the 
following method: Remove the cord 
connecting to the transmission · 
measuring set from the OSC TST jack 
of the defective oscillator and 
place it in the OSC TST jack of the 
mate oscillator. Turn the lower
limit contact reset knob of the 
sensitrol relay associated with the 
mate oscillator to separate the 
pointer and the lower-limit conta~t. 
The OSC (red) lamp associated with 
the good oscillator should be ex
tinguished. Observing the reading 
of the transmission measuring set_, 
remove the plug from the LOAD jack 
of the defective oscillator. If 
the reading of the transmission 
measuring set drops to a value 
more than 3 db out of limits, , 
immediately replace the plug in the 
LOAD jack of the defective oscil
lator. This indicates a short or 
ground on the load. This should be 
located and cleared. Otherwise, 
momentarily operate the ALM CO k., 
to silence the minor alarm and note 
that the GD (white) lamp is light"Q.. 

(b) If it was necessary to replace 
the plug in the LOAD jack of 

the defective oscillator, signal
ing tone is not being supplied to 
the· circuits normally connected to 
the defective oscillator. If it 
was not necessary to replace this 
plug, the mate oscillator is now 
supplying tone to both EVEN and ODD .. 
signaling circuits, and, although . 
the output voltage may be out of . 
limits, service is restored on an · 
emergency basis. 

( 4) Follow the minor alarm procedures .. _.•. 
which begin with paragraph 3.05 in_, 

order to locate the trouble in the de• · 
fective oscillator. When the trouble- . 
has been cleared! transfer both loads · 
to their respect ve oscillators as- . · 

0 
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described in the minor alarm methods 
and reset the lower limit contact o£ 
the sensitrol relay mentioned in 3.03 
(3a) • 

(5) Af'ter normal service is restored~ 
test the oscillator which presum

ably could not handle both loads with 
normal output voltage 1 using methods 
described in 179-205-501. 

3.04 When both outputs are found to be 
within limits, it is possible that 

the alarm was brought in due to momentary 
battery fluctuations. Restore normal 
operation by resetting the sensitrol re
lays associated with each oscillator. 

Note: After one sensitrol relay 
has been reset, the major alarm 
will cease and the minor alarm 
will sound. The minor alarm will 
cease as soon as the remaining 
sensitrol relay is reset. 

After both sensitrol relays have been 
reset, check that all indicator lamps as
sociated with the supply circuit are ex
tinguished, showing that normal operation 
has been restored. 

(B) Minor Alarm 

).05 At the jack strip associated with 
the supply circuit whose OSC (red) 

lamp is lighted, momentarily operate thb 
ALM CO key t_o silence the alarm. Opera
tion of the ALM CO key lights the GD 
(white) lamp. This lamp will automatic
ally remain lighted until the trouble is 
cleared and normal operation restored, 
after which it will be extinguished. 

3 .p6 Patch a 600 ohm transmission mea-
suring set to the OSC TST jack of 

the oscillator whose OSC (red) lamp is 
lighted. Record the value of output 
indicated. Using al,PlSA cord, patch the I 
OSC OUT jack to the RES TST jack and note 
whether the output voltage when the cir
cuit is thus "loaded" remains within 0.5 
dbm of the "no load" value recorded above • .J 
(The limits are -6.5 ± 0.4 dbm if leads 
T and R (see SD-55962-01) connect to 
terminals 1 and 5 respectively, of the 
51SA output transformer OUT; the limits 
are -9.6 ~ 0.4 dbm if leads T and R con
nect to terminals 2 and 4 of the 51SA 
output transformer OUT.) 

(a) If no output is indicated in 
either case, proceed as described 

in ).07. 

(b) If the "no load" and "load" 
voltages are both low, proceed 

as described in ).08. 

(c) If there is a difference of more 
than 0.5 db between the "no load" 
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and "load" voltages, proceed as 
described in ).09. 

(d) If the "no load" and "load" volt
ages are both correct, proceed as 

described in 3.10. 

).07 The following troubles may cause the 
circuit to have no output. The ac

companying procedure for locating and 
clearing each should be followed. As soon 
as an output signal is obtained, proceed 
as described in ).06. 

(1) blownfuses - Inspect fuses as-
sociated with the circuit and, 

if any are found blown, c_lear the 
cause and replace blown fuses. 

{2) defective vacuum tube - Remove the 
vacuum tube and replace it With 

one known to be good. If no output 
level is indicated after the replace
ment tube warms up, remove the·re
placement tube and replace the original 
tube in its socket. 

{J) defective wiring or apparatus -
Measure d.c. voltage on the vacuum 

tube socket terminals, using an M9B 
meter. Approximate correct Val\litS_' are 
given below. These voltages are;: ._.~s-· 
ured to ground. 

Terminal D.C. Voltage 

-24V 
- 4V 
-22 

+119 
+ 96 

(4) Remove power and make resisF-_"·,, e. 
l!leasurements necessary to ~- _ _ : re

main1ng apparatus not involvedc 
voltage tests. Inspect wiring<lir 
shorts or opens. --, 

. -· l 

J.Os The following troubles ~ -Ca~e the 
circuit to have low output le~el 

under both "no load" and "load" cond1tions. 
The procedure for locating and clearing 
each should be followed. As soon as,a 
normal output signal is obtained, proceed 
as described in ).06. · · 

I 

{1) wrong strapping on E, F, and G 
resistors - Strap out additional 

resistance as required to raise the 
output level to meet the require
ments. 

{2) weak vacuum tube - Replace the 
vacuum tube with one known to be 

good. If the output level is still 
low after the replacement tube has 
warmed up, remove the replacement tube 
and replace the original tube tn its 
socket. 
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(3) incorrect operating voltages ap-
plied to vacuum tube - Measure de 

voltages on vacuum tube socket termi
nals, using an M9B meter. See 3.07(3) 
for typical voltages. 

( 4) tuning circuit trouble - Troubles 
affecting 167M retard coil A, con

densers Fl to F9, or associated strap
ping affect frequency as well as ampli
tude of output signal. Using beat fre
quency checking circuit check frequency 
of oscillator against that of its mate 
by patching ODD OSC TST jack to ODD OSC 
jack, patching EVEN OSC TST jack to 
EVEN OSC jack, and patching an operator 
telephone set to REC jack. A small dif
ference in frequency will be beard as 
''beats", while a large difference in 
frequency will cause two distinct tones 
to be beard. In trouble clearing, beats 
may be disregarded; however, before os
cillator is returned to service, limits 
of Section 179-205-501 should be met. 

3.09 The following troubles may cause the 
circuit to have a greater than nor

mal difference between its nno load" and 
"load" output voltage. The procedure for 
locating and clearing each should be fol
lowed. As soon as normal output is ob
tained, proceed as described in 3.06. 

{1) defective 310B varistor A - Replace 
this varistor with one known to be 

good. 

(2) weak vacuum tube - Replace the vac-
uum tube with one known to be good. 

If the trouble is not cleared after the 
replacement tube has warmed up, remove 
the replacement tube and replace the 
original tube in its socket. 

(3} incorrect operating voltage applied 
to vacuum tube - Measure de volt

ages on vacuum tube socket terminals, 
using ~ M9B meter. See 3.07(3) for 
typical voltages •. 
(4) defective output transformer OUT -

make continuity tests or replace 
the output transformer with one known 
to be good. 

3.10 The following troubles may cause the 
minor alarm to sound but will enable 

correct output to be measured thereafter: 
These procedures also provide a final test 
of the alarm circuit before an oscillator 
is returned to service. 

(1) intermittent troubles - Since there 
is no way to determine whether an 
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intermittent trouble occurred in the 
circuit itself or in some other circuit 
and momentarily affected supply volt
ages, etc., Ghe oscillator should be 
returned to service after the alarm 
circuit is checked as described in 
3.10(b). If intermittent troubles 
recur frequently, the oscillator shoWd 
be thoroughly checked with particular 
attention paid to the condensers of 
the circuit. 

I (2) def-ectiv!!! alarm circuit - With a 
4Pl8A cord connecting the OSC 

OUT jack to the RES TST jack, reset 
the sensitrol relay and observe whether 
the pointer returns to a position near 
the center (black) scale mark. If it 
does, remove the cord connecting the 

L OSC OUT jack to the RES TST jack. If 
there is a plug in the LOAD jack, re
move that plug also. Observe that the 
GD (white) lamp is extinguished indic
ating that the circuit has been re
turned to service. If the pointer of 
the sensitrol relay does not return to 
a position near the center blaek scale 
mark, the alarm circuit may be in trou
ble. This may be due to; a defective 
rectifier associated with the sensitrol 
relay, a defective sensitrol relay or, 
in circuits wherein the T and R leads 
(output) connect to terminals 2 and.4 
of the 51SA output transformer OUT, to 
a defective output transformer. These 
should be replaced one at a time ~n tbe 
order named and an attempt made to re
set the sensitrol relay after ~ach 1~ 
replaced. When the point~r takes up~ 
position near the central black seal:~ 
mark, indicating the trouble is cleared, 

- remove the cord connecting the OSC OUT 
- jack to the TST RES jack. If there fs 

a plug in the LOAD jack, remove that 
plug abo. The GD (white) lamp shoul11 
be extinguished, indicating that the 
circuit has been returned to sen:liJtJ• 

1,. .. MANUAL TRANSFER 

4.01 To transfer the load of an d.a~'ufa.t.oz. 
to the mate oscillator, insert a·3.f7A, 

or similar plug in the .oscillator's osc·. 
OUT jack. The GD (white) lamp should 
light. 

4.02 To restore the load to its normally
associated oscillator, remove the 

plug from the oscillator's OSC OUT jack. 
The GD (white) lamp should be extinguished. 

5. REPORTS 

5.01 The required reports of these alarms 
should be entered on the proper fo~ 
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